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Imagine that you were an investor back in the year 1900 with an investment objective to earn an average 
return of 5% p.a. above inflation.  You realised that this was an aggressive target so adopted a ‘growth’ biased 
strategy with about 60% in equities.  You also knew the value of diversification and so invested around 40% in 
bonds and cash.  And, as a longer term investor you decided to rebalance your strategy frequently, so held 
your portfolio constantly through time. 
 
Would it come as a surprise to learn that in order to meet your objective 90% of the time you would have 
needed to be invested for 85 years to attain that level of confidence?  If CPI +5% p.a. seems too much to 
expect what if you had more modest target of CPI +4% p.a.?  In that case you would only have needed 53 
years to be confident of achieving that return 90% of the time.  If that’s stretching required patience a little too 
far what would have been the minimum return I could have expected of any given ten year period?  The 
answer is a disappointing CPI – 0.8% p.a.…in other words, a negative real return!  Refer Chart 1. 
 
 
Chart 1 

 
Source: Schroders 
 
Why the disappointing return expectations?  Why aren’t the rewards for patience, discipline and diversification 
higher?  Consider the following chart (Chart 2) which shows the performance of a traditional 60/40 portfolio 
over the entire 20th century through to today.  
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Chart 2 

 
Source: Schroders, Global Financial Data, Shaded areas represent periods below 5% p.a. objective 

While returns over the entire period have been good (i.e. around CPI +5% p.a. on average) they are volatile 
even over rolling decades.  When you invest and divest from the strategy therefore makes a very large 
impact on returns.  
 
What is missing from this model of investing (and still dominates today) is a recognition that valuation 
conditions in markets change dramatically over time.  To invest in the same proportions across markets 
requires very long (some would say too long) periods to average the volatility out to a satisfactory and more 
predictable return.   
 
However, once valuations are taken into account the picture changes.  To understand why consider the 
following example.  If you had invested in the US stock market over the last 113 years, the average return 
would have been close to 10% p.a. on average.  However, the probability that you would have had a 
negative 3 year return was about 16% of the time.  If, on the other hand, you had only invested in the US 
market when its value was ‘cheaper’ (in this case when the price-earnings multiple was below 10 times) your 
average return would have been above 16% p.a. and you would not have experienced negative rolling three 
year returns over the entire period either (refer Chart 3).   
 
 
Chart 3 

 
Source: Schroders 
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It’s because of the valuation effect that we argue portfolios need to be more flexible in terms of their asset 
allocation.  In response to valuation conditions over even longer stretches of time (say 10 years) to meet 
CPI +5% p.a. with greater certainty asset allocation would have needed to look considerably different to the 
standard 60/40 allocation.  Chart 4 illustrates just how flexible the portfolio needed to be. 
 
 
Chart 4 

 
Source: Schroders 
 
 
Objective based funds are designed to recognize that along with patience, discipline and diversification, 
valuation needs to be systematically incorporated into the portfolio design.  The Schroder Real Return Fund is 
designed to meet an investor objective of CPI +5% pa (before fees) over rolling 3 year time periods.  For more 
information on how the Schroder Real Return Fund works please contact your Schroder representative. 
 
 
Other suggested reading 
 

- Why Strategic Asset Allocation is flawed? Written by Greg Cooper, Simon Doyle and Chris Durack, 
Schroder Investment Management Australia Limited. 2012 

 
- How flexible do we need to be? Written by Greg Cooper, Simon Doyle and Chris Durack, Schroder 

Investment Management Australia Limited.2012 
 

- Understanding the journey to retirement. Written by Greg Cooper, Simon Doyle and Chris Durack, 
Schroder Investment Management Australia Limited.  2012 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Important Information:  

Opinions, estimates and projections in this article constitute the current judgement of the author as of the date of this article.  They do not necessarily reflect 
the opinions of Schroder Investment Management Australia Limited, ABN 22 000 443 274, AFS Licence 226473 ("Schroders") or any member of the 
Schroders Group and are subject to change without notice.  In preparing this document, we have relied upon and assumed, without independent verification, 
the accuracy and completeness of all information available from public sources or which was otherwise reviewed by us.  Schroders does not give any 
warranty as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of information which is contained in this article. Except insofar as liability under any statute cannot be 
excluded, Schroders and its directors, employees, consultants or any company in the Schroders Group do not accept any liability (whether arising in contract, 
in tort or negligence or otherwise) for any error or omission in this article or for any resulting loss or damage (whether direct, indirect, consequential or 
otherwise) suffered by the recipient of this article or any other person.  This document does not contain, and should not be relied on as containing any 
investment, accounting, legal or tax advice. Schroders may record and monitor telephone calls for security, training and compliance purposes. 


